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When countries become the talking point in microblogs: Study on country hashtags in Twitter
by Aravind Sesagiri Raamkumar, Natalie Pang, and Schubert Foo

Abstract
Hashtags are placeholder features for capturing the underlying themes in microblog posts. Prior studies have investigated the conversation dynamics, interplay with other media platforms and communication patterns between users for specific event-based hashtags. Commonplace hashtags have been largely ignored, albeit the utility of these hashtags is the main reason behind their continued usage. This study aims to understand the rationale behind the usage of a particular type of commonplace hashtags, namely country hashtags. Manual tweet classification was performed on twitter extracts, to identify the themes of tweets containing three country hashtags. Eleven categories were identified with varied rankings conditioned by factors such as national interest, tourist attractions and cross-media sharing, across the three countries. Network analysis was employed to identify the underlying network types. Broadcast networks and tight crowd networks were identified as the prominent types. Findings will inform subsequent studies on national topics oriented discussions in social media.
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1. Introduction

Twitter has become one of the most popular online social networks (OSN) in recent times (Zhao and Rosson, 2009). It has popularized the concept of micro-blogging (Java, et al., 2007) and brought about its relevance in both interpersonal and public communication spheres. Twitter, a microblogging Web site, was launched in 2006. It has been the focus of research studies from 2008 (Krishnamurthy, et al., 2008). People use tweets for multiple purposes such as status updates, conversations with other users, endorsing opinions ('retweet' and 'favorite' options), promotions and spamming (Benevenuto, et al., 2010). Hashtags (words starting with '#' symbol) are used in twitter as a placeholder with multiple purposes. Due to the 140 character limit in tweets, it is important to have an indicator in the tweet to show its representativeness to an idea or concept. Hashtags are predominantly used to show the inclusive nature of tweets to a particular topic of conversation. For instance, the hashtag #Occupy was used by Twitter users during the famous Occupy Movement in 2011 (Orcutt, 2011). Hashtags can refer to places such as country names (e.g., #singapore, #india) used on a daily basis. Hashtags are also used as reference to people (e.g., #Obama, #stevejobs). Apart from aiding users in conversation, hashtags are used to indicate the main theme of a tweet. For example, the hashtag #review is used in tweets indicating that the tweet text is related to a movie review. Therefore, hashtags are ideal candidates for indexing so as to speed up information retrieval.

Hashtag studies have taken two approaches, by either concentrating on event-oriented hashtags (Lin, et al., 2012) or they have used a hashtag agnostic approach where a random extract of Twitter data is used for analysis with no particular focus on specific hashtags (Pöschko, 2011). commonplace trending hashtags have not been studied extensively. General discussions in Twitter are about common topics such as politics, entertainment, sports and local events (Duan, et al., 2012). These topics shape the discussion at both national and international level with the former being more prevalent. Therefore, it would be interesting to study the rationale behind the usage of
country and city hashtags and their contribution to conversations at a holistic level in microblogs. It is observed that some of the popular and frequently used hashtags refer to location names and people names (Trendinalia, 2015). Particularly, a location name can refer to a particular site, town, city or a country. Country hashtags are most often used, to associate a tweet with a country.

This study employed an explorative approach to understand the dynamics around country hashtags at both content and structural levels by using content analysis based classification of tweets and network analysis techniques. Three Asia related hashtags, #singapore, #india and #indonesia, were selected for this study. Tweets containing these hashtags were extracted for a week’s duration for conducting the analyses. The contributions of this study can be summarized as follows: Eleven categories are identified through manual tweet classification, pertaining to the tweets’ content. Out of the 11 categories, four categories are novel categories that provide the potential to be used in subsequent studies. The prevalent network types have been identified as broadcast and tight crowd networks for the three hashtags. These network types corroborate with the allocation percentage of the categories for the three hashtags, thereby validating the results of the classification exercise.

2. Related work

2.1. Research agendas in Twitter

Twitter was launched in 2006 as a microblogging platform that facilitated users in sharing and consuming information about day-to-day happenings and opinions on topics. It was a unique product during the time of its introduction due to its character limit on user posts (users are allowed to post tweet messages within 140 characters limit). Twitter has become immensely popular (Rank 9 in Alexa Web Rankings (Alexa, 2015)) which has to lead to regional spinoffs, such as Sina Weibo. Noticing the dynamics around the interactions in Twitter, academic research in Twitter started in 2008 (Krishnamurthy, et al., 2008). Twitter research has been surveyed and summarized in (Cheong and Lee, 2010; Cheong and Ray, 2011; Williams, et al., 2013). Research has furthered in different directions with varied focus such as organizing information (Sriram, et al., 2010), understanding trends and convergence events from a communications perspective (Lin, et al., 2012), usage of Twitter data in practical applications (e.g., governments, activism) (Bruns and Burgess, 2011), cross-application of Twitter data (in cross-platform recommendations (Abel, et al., 2013)) and traditional computer science oriented focus on information retrieval (Magnani, et al., 2011) and semantics (Abel, et al., 2011). In the context of information organisation, tweet categories are identified using both manual content analysis based classification and machine learning classification. The studies in tweet classification are discussed in the next sub-section.

2.2. Tweet classification

The two high level entities in Twitter are user and message (Cheong and Lee, 2010). Recent research has introduced two additional entities technology and concept (the central topic being addressed in the tweet) (Williams, et al., 2013). This classification scheme has been used in studying Twitter data. On the topic of tweet classification, past research has identified many categories which differ based on factors such as method of classification, amount of data, period of data and frame of reference. The categories identified by earlier research studies are presented in Table 1 (a & b). Categories such as news, information sharing, events, opinions and promotions appear to be common across the schemes. The variation in schemes is mainly due to the vocabulary used for naming the categories and the purpose of classification. There has been a lack of consolidation across studies, except for the work of Dann (2010) where four earlier classification schemes have been combined to form a new scheme with six generic categories. It is to be noted that all these classification attempts have not used hashtag as the frame of reference, albeit hashtags convey the central themes in the tweet content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1(a): Examples of classification schemes from previous Twitter studies (2007–2010).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversations URL sharing News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conversations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1(b): Examples of Classification schemes from previous Twitter studies (2010-).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>News</strong></td>
<td><strong>Conversational</strong></td>
<td><strong>Opinions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Info sharing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Opinions, complaints</strong></td>
<td><strong>News</strong></td>
<td><strong>Complaint</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opinions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pass along</strong></td>
<td><strong>Statements and random thoughts</strong></td>
<td><strong>Self-promotion</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sports</strong></td>
<td><strong>Politics</strong></td>
<td><strong>Promotion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deals</strong></td>
<td><strong>News Status</strong></td>
<td><strong>Me now</strong></td>
<td><strong>Presence</strong></td>
<td><strong>Statements</strong></td>
<td><strong>Science and technology</strong></td>
<td><strong>Compliment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Events</strong></td>
<td><strong>Phatic</strong></td>
<td><strong>To followers</strong></td>
<td><strong>maintenance</strong></td>
<td><strong>Books</strong></td>
<td><strong>Entertainment</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mention</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private messages</strong></td>
<td><strong>Spam</strong></td>
<td><strong>Anecdote</strong></td>
<td><strong>Apps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Music</strong></td>
<td><strong>Money, Business</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Games</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Just for fun</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Hashtag studies

Hashtag is a keyword which starts with the symbol ‘#’. It is mainly used for categorizing content and joining conversations on various topics (Huang, et al., 2010). Hashtags serve the same purpose as tags made famous by Web 2.0 services such as Flickr and Delicious. Even though users need not necessarily add hashtags to their tweets, it is generally observed that regular users add hashtags to most of their tweets. Global political events are represented in twitter through hashtags, some of the popular ones include #occupy, #OWS and #Syria.

The analysis of behavior around hashtags was done as part of an earlier study on conversational tagging (Huang, et al., 2010). The authors used statistical measures such as standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis to study the popularity of hashtags and the scenarios in which hashtags gain traction. Pöschko (2011) performed an exploratory study on hashtags by analyzing 29 million tweets which involved tweet classification, studying hashtag co-occurrences, part-of-speech tagging and SNA based clustering thereby highlighting different ways of dissecting the tweet data to gain insights.

Yang, et al. (2012) developed a machine learning model to predict the future adoption of hashtags by users, by combining the two cases under which a hashtag is used by users. The two cases are content organisation and community participation. Measures such as relevance, preference, prestige and influence were used as the main features for the machine learning model. A similar, albeit technically focused, approach by Tsur and Rappoport (2012) used more number of features to predict the spread of ideas (hashtag) in the Twitter environment. Bruns and Burgess (2011) used social network analysis to study the growth and decline of conversations happening around hashtags at different points of time and raised the need for a detailed catalogue to better understand the patterns of interaction. Lin, et al. (2012) did a broader study by analyzing 256 hashtags related to the U.S. presidential elections for understanding the growth, survival and context of their usage. They put forth a two-way classification of hashtags with the categories ‘Winners’ and ‘Also-rans’ and introduced a theoretical framework to understand the adoption behavior of user-generated content. As seen from these studies, the focus has been largely on event-based hashtags. The dynamics around commonplace hashtags are yet to be explored even though these hashtags shape the discussions in microblogs.

From the previous studies, it can be ascertained that a variety of analysis techniques could be used to study hashtags from user, message and conversation dynamics viewpoints. The works of Yang, et al. (2012) and Bruns and Burgess (2011) are important as they could be used in any hashtag study for: 1) Predicting the actual utility of the hashtag on whether it is beneficial in either content organisation or community participation; and 2) Studying the growth and decline of hashtags in a given period of time.
3. Methodology

3.1. Research questions

It is apparent from the earlier studies that hashtags play a focal role in directing conversations in Twitter. Explorative hashtag studies (Pöschko, 2011) have taken a generalized approach by not looking at a particular type of hashtags. In-depth studies on hashtags so far have focused on political events which are of periodic nature (Bruns and Burgess, 2011; Lin, et al., 2012). Therefore, there is a necessity to explore the dynamics around commonplace hashtags that are used on a regular basis. Hashtags which are about a place (location) are quite common trending topics in Twitter. Not much is known about the rationale behind their usage. In this study, hashtags with country name are studied. The overarching research question for the current study is “Why do users make use of the country hashtag?” Specific research questions that are explored are:

*RQ1a:* What are the categories that represent the tweets containing country hashtags?
*RQ1b:* Does the new set of categories identified using the country hashtag as a frame of reference differ from the existing tweet classification schemes and why?
*RQ2:* What are the prevalent network types in user communication data extracted from the tweets?
*RQ3:* Does the provenance data of the tweets and other tweet statistics provide any new insights?

3.2. Research methods

The exploratory nature of this study demanded the employment of content and structural analysis methods to gain deeper understanding of the data. The two main methods used in the study are content analysis based tweet classification and social network analysis (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). In the tweet classification exercise, categories were identified by keeping the hashtags as the frame of reference. Content analysis was performed on tweets from the manually classified set. Social network analysis (SNA) techniques were used to analyze the user-mentions data extracted from the tweets. In tweets, users can tag other users so as to meaningfully direct the tweet’s content. This feature is called as ‘user-mentions’. Directed graphs for user-mentions data were built using the visualization tool Gephi. The unconnected nodes were filtered out from the graphs since the focus was to analyze the connectivity between the users and hence the presence of unconnected nodes doesn’t provide any contribution to the analysis. A community detection algorithm (Newman, 2006) was run to identify the underlying communities in the graphs. A force atlas algorithm (Bastian, et al., 2009) was used for re-arranging the graph in a readable layout with authoritative nodes clearly differentiated from normal nodes. For generating the graphs, tweets from the original extract were used.

3.3. Data collection

Three country hashtags, #singapore, #india and #indonesia, were chosen as the candidate hashtags for this study. Three hashtags were shortlisted for this study as it is important to validate the results from three different geographic samples. These countries were selected for this study as the intent was to generalize findings for Asian countries. Samples for other geographies will be utilized in future studies. Note that in the case of Singapore, the country and city name are the same. The Twitter data extraction service TweetArchivist was used to extract data for the hashtags #singapore, #india and #indonesia for the period between 26 August and 1 September 2013. Tweets with English as the system language were shortlisted from the original extract. Since the current study employed a manual classification approach, the objective was to have a sample size close to 5,000 tweets for manual classification. This is higher than the average sample size of 2,000–3,000 tweets used in some earlier studies (Dann, 2010; Pear Analytics, 2009; Naaman, et al., 2010), and the sample was developed with tweets selected randomly from the three extracts so that each hashtag gets sufficiently represented in the sample set. Table 2 provides the tweet count for the three hashtags in the Twitter extracts along with the distinct users count in each extract.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Statistics for #singapore, #indonesia and #india Twitter extracts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Note: Column A refers to the number of tweets in TweetArchivist extract with the filter setting lang=en and period=Aug 26’13 to Sep 01’13. Column B refers to number of final tweets shortlisted for manual classification. Column C refers to number of distinct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Findings

4.1. RQ1a and RQ1b: What are the categories that represent the tweets and does the new set of categories identified using the country hashtag as a frame of reference differ from the existing tweet classification schemes and why?

Ten categories were identified after the manual classification process. Initially, 23 subcategories were identified during a pilot classification exercise with about 800 tweets. The aggregation of the 23 subcategories to the ten categories was performed before the start of the actual classification exercise, to reduce sparsity in the assignment of categories to the tweets in the sample sets. The 11 categories are Local Events (LE), Local News (LN), Current Location and Landmarks (CLL), Asia Related (AR), Unrelated, Commercial Deals (CD), Tourism and Travel Related (TTR), National Identity (NI), Group Reference (GR), National Group Reference (NCR) and Personal Events and Rants (PER). These categories have varied allocation percentages across the three samples. Table 3 provides the tweet count and percentage for the categories from the three samples. In Figure 1 (a, b and c), the categories’ performance is illustrated with radar charts. Each of these categories is described subsequently along with sample tweets. Twitter account names and personal URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) have been removed for security reasons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hashtag</th>
<th>stat</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#singapore</td>
<td>12,303</td>
<td>1,757</td>
<td>980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#india</td>
<td>59,552</td>
<td>1,691</td>
<td>1,022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#indonesia</td>
<td>11,702</td>
<td>1,673</td>
<td>1,369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 3: Category count and percentages for three hashtag Twitter samples. |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Category               | #singapore extract | #india extract | #indonesia extract |
|                        | Tweet count | Tweet percentage | Tweet count | Tweet percentage | Tweet count | Tweet percentage |
| Asia Related (AR)      | 29          | 1.65            | 30          | 1.77            | 13           | 0.78             |
| Commercial Deals (CD)  | 329         | 18.73           | 69          | 4.08            | 74           | 4.43             |
| Current Location and Landmark (CLL) | 288 | 16.39 | 36 | 2.13 | 435 | 26.02 |
| Group References (GR)  | 23          | 1.31            | 87          | 5.14            | 81           | 4.84             |
| Local Events (LE)      | 114         | 6.49            | 62          | 3.67            | 70           | 4.19             |
| Local News (LN)        | 312         | 17.76           | 663         | 39.21           | 127          | 7.60             |
| National Group References (NCR) | 32 | 1.82 | 76 | 4.49 | 18 | 1.08 |
| National Identity (NI) | 12          | 0.68            | 131         | 7.75            | 65           | 3.89             |
| Personal Events and Rants (PER) | 349 | 19.41 | 219 | 12.95 | 536 | 32.06 |
| Travel and Tourism Related (TTR) | 78 | 4.44 | 19 | 1.12 | 39 | 2.33 |
Figure 1: Radar charts with category counts for the three hashtag extracts. Charts a, b and c are for #singapore, #india and #indonesia respectively.

4.1.1. Asia Related (AR)

This category with a tweet percentage of less than two percent corresponds to the topics related to Asian countries. It mainly covers the tweets that are posted by local news agencies and selective users when the topic is related to Asia. Music celebrities who tour Asian countries while performing live concerts (e.g., Pitbull) use the country hashtag in their tweets to indicate their presence in these countries. In the case of India, which has a contentious cross-border history with some of its neighboring nations, this category finds a presence in tweets when citizens voice their opinions about politics (e.g., Pakistan nationals talk about Indian politics and vice versa).

“Made in India — tags on designer wears and wallets makes you proud! #Singapore”
“Looks like another 1997 Asia crisis on the cards #India”
“... what about #indonesia and #malaysia and the #orangutans #rhinos #tigers rainforests destroyed”

4.1.2. Commercial Deals (CD)

This category corresponds to tweets posted by commercial bodies with the intention of marketing and promoting their products to their Twitter followers. The activity can be seen as an alternative/compliment to the RSS based push services provided by online portals. This category is quite popular in Singapore (18.73 percent) compared to India (4.08 percent) and Indonesia (4.43 percent). From the sample set, book stores (e.g., sgbookstore, singaporebook) and job portals (e.g., StanChartJobs) use Twitter to push new offerings to the public. The usage of the country hashtag in these tweets is of redundant nature as it can be assumed that the tweets by nature are related to the country’s context. One of the main reasons that commercial bodies persist in the continual usage of these hashtags is to leave a digital imprint and capture the mind share of users.

“2BHK flat @ 35 lakhs. PS: B in BHK is bathroom. #property #India #Pune”
“Ready stock distortion merch at #firsthandstore #samarinda #limited #indonesia ...”

4.1.3. Current Location and Landmark (CLL)

This category corresponds to the tweets that are about the current location of the user and also references to landmarks in the locality. This category is most popular in both Singapore (16.39
percent) and Indonesia (26.02 percent) compared to India (2.13 percent), mainly due to the higher tourist rankings of the former two countries. Almost all the tweets of this category are posted from Instagram where users share their visual content to Twitter for reaching out to their Twitter followers. This is a case of cross-media sharing done for reaching out to broader set of social media users. The absence of this category from most of the previous classifications is due to its unique association with location based hashtags.

"Photo: Sky walk, #singapore #trip #nature (at Gardens By The Bay) ..."
"Sunrise ☀️ #sunrise #goa #india #sunrays #bridge #drive
#instapic #instalikes #nature #amazing ...
"Half Lombok already Explored, View of Lombok ... #travel
#backpacker #travelblog #indonesia #ttot #ITB"

4.1.4. Group Reference (GR)

This category corresponds to the tweets where the users address a group of people. Greeting messages (e.g., good morning wishes) and general messages to fellow countrymen fall under this category. There is a separate subcategory 'National Group References' which will be discussed separately. This category's presence is more significant in India (5.14 percent) and Indonesia (4.84 percent) compared to Singapore (1.31 percent), perhaps indicating the use of Twitter for group messaging in this study's context.

"new to #singapore and looking for some good #startup and #tech
events, any pointers?"
"People who pushing for dialogue with #India, even after #LOC
killings, are same that want dialogue with #BLA but want operation
against #TTP"
"My #family with ustazd sholehmahmood #latepost #vacation
#airport #jakarta #indonesia #ramadhan ...
"

4.1.5. National Group References (NGR)

This category corresponds to tweets that are posted by users as references to fellow citizens in order to convey information or opinion related to the image of the country. These are the only set of tweets that are directly addressed to the country from either a geographic or geopolitical viewpoint. This category is dominated with normal user accounts unlike other categories which are mainly represented by group accounts (e.g., personaSingapore, sgbroadcast). Socio-cultural messages fall under this category. This category is famous in India (4.49 percent) where there is consistent discussion about corruption and politics while its presence is low in Indonesia (1.08 percent) and Singapore (1.82 percent).

"#Singapore!! We called this home for a year! Maybe we’ll see
#SEAsia again when we become ...
"31 children are born in #India per minute ... and 62 women are
raped. Are we still proud Indians?"
"The babies say: take my hand, not my life. #indonesia 2.5 million
babies every year scream and Die!! ... #StopAbortion"

4.1.6. Local Events (LE)

This category corresponds to the tweets that are about local events happening around the country. Users tweet about musical events, sports events, festivals, conferences and other gatherings often in Twitter. The country hashtag is not necessary in these tweets, with the exception of sports events. The hashtag is added to indicate the importance of the particular events to the country. Its popularity is higher in Singapore (6.49 percent) compared to Indonesia (4.19 percent) and India (3.67 percent) as the former conducts more international events on a regular basis with users taking advantage of Twitter to indicate their attendance.

"#Singapore's #Formula 1 Grand Prix 2013, Lets go for the Race ...
"#Exhibition: "Oriënteren" in #denhaag — August 31st | ViaTerra
via #photography #iran #india #easternmysticism"
"Seek n Destroy #metallica #jakarta #indonesia #swag #music
#concert #84.000 #crowds #instamood ...
"

4.1.7. Local News (LN)
This category corresponds to tweets about news that are mainly posted by news agencies and commercial bodies. It is quite evident that news agencies use the hashtag more than any other type of user (e.g., user accounts india_breaking, personaSingapore, AsiaPacNews to name a few). There are two reasons for this behavior, the first to gain attention by the use of a easily relatable hashtag and secondly, the hashtag is added to indicate that the tweet content is to be interpreted within the context of country. This category subsumes news about sports, weather, entertainment and business. The count of these tweets is higher than any other category in the case of India (39.21 percent) and a close second for Singapore (17.76 percent).

"The Strike That Rattled #Singapore: A WSJ Investigation. The first of a 5-part series this week. http://t.co/nAKrimR4OG #China #migrants"
"#India Second test-firing of Agni-V next month http://t.co/nQkJUuMVf4"
"#Indonesia Is Trying to Attract More #Hollywood Films http://t.co/aHV66dOqL8 #cinema"

4.1.8. National Identity (NI)

This special category corresponds to tweets where users express opinion about the identity of a given country. Based on the tweets, both optimistic and pejorative opinions are conveyed by users in this category. For example, Singapore is praised for its tourism while India is blamed for its corruption and inefficient government, with patriotic comments about Indonesia. This category is prevalent in India (7.75 percent) as it corroborates with the other related categories Local News (LN) and National Group References (NGR). Its presence is of decent percentage in Indonesia (3.89 percent) while it is almost negligible for Singapore (0.68 percent).

"NOTICE: Please note that our gov has made 107 requests to #Facebook for information on 117 user accounts. #Singapore"
"The kind of secularism being practiced by political parties in #India is utterly farce n vote-centric. It is highly dangerous & regressive."
"And I'd be happy to show you around, how beautiful my #indonesia is! Keep up, devl ☺ ..."

4.1.9. Personal Events and Rants (PER)

This category corresponds to tweets that are entirely user specific, referring to a personal event or a personal rant (opinion) about an entity. Frustrations about traffic or a personal communication with other users are candidates for this theme. This category has the highest allocation amongst all the categories for Singapore and Indonesia. The key reasons are cross-media content sharing from Instagram (including only posts that are not about current location or landmark) and secondarily, users use Twitter to voice their individual opinions. Even though this category is a primary category, a secondary category has been assigned to the tweets where there is a presence of an additional theme. The bar chart in Figure 2 shows the mix of secondary themes in tweets. The data label ‘Primary’ refers to tweets which have PER as the sole category. The presence of secondary themes is more than 50 percent for India and Singapore while it is just 3.2 percent for Indonesia since users post their personal images from Instagram and other image-sharing sources without much information about location.

"Sexual transmitted diseases r increasing in #singapore #std #nsc"
"@<usermention> Have you ever been here? #India,#AndhraPradesh ?"
"Join me on #Path: #me #mine #instabeauty #bandung #indonesia #instaplace #asian #asianboy #asiangirl ..."
Figure 2: Allocation of secondary themes in PER tweets in the three hashtag samples.

4.1.10. Tourism and Travel Related (TTR)

This category corresponds to tweets that are related to tourism and travel related information sharing by users. It is closely related to the Current Location and Landmark (CLL) category. However, the difference is notable with users posting tweets indicating their travel in and out of a given country or posting tweets to promote tourism for a particular locality. The usage of the country hashtag in the context of these tweets is very specific as it is directly related to the main topic of the tweet. This category does not have peers in the classifications of previous studies due to its specific nature. This category has a comparatively higher presence in Singapore (4.44 percent) when compared to Indonesia (2.33 percent) and India (1.12 percent).

"Just a flashback from 2012 Singapore Visit.. ;-) #Singapore
#vacation #Merlion #throwback #malaysia ..."

"#newdelhi airport. Welcome to #India ..."

"TODAY’S TOP SHOT #INDONESIA, NUSA DUA : Foreign #tourists
enjoy water hitting...: INDONESIA, NUSA DUA : Foreign ...
"

4.1.11. Unrelated

This category corresponds to tweets where the presence of the country has no connection with the content of the tweets. A majority of the tweets in this category are spam posts. The presence of spam posts in popular social media platforms is a known phenomenon (Agichtein, et al., 2008). Spammers make use of the hashtag in their tweets to increase their reach as country hashtags are trending topics quite often in Twitter. This category has a sizeable presence in all three samples with India (17.68 percent) being the highest followed by Indonesia (12.80 percent) and Singapore (11.33 percent).

"Diabetes by arithmetic 22 WCMS 4 #law #Singapore #Jakarta
#China #Police #Navy #auspol #Catholic #USA #Islam"

"HARRY’S WAR on # Amazon! #USA #CANADA #SPAIN
#GERMANY #FRANCE #ITALY #JAPAN #BRAZIL #UK #INDIA."

"♥RETWEET TO GET MOREFOLLOWERS♥
#MustFollow#TeamFollowBack #RT2Follow #JFB #FFFBB
#1FollowBack#MentionToFOLLOW#INDONESIA #72"

4.2. RQ2: What are the prevalent network types in user communication data extracted from the tweets?

The purpose of using network analysis in this study is twofold. The first objective is to identify the prevalent network types and secondly, to learn about communication pattern(s) of users in Twitter
with these hashtags. The directed graphs formed with the data from the original extracts are illustrated in Figure 3 (a, b & c). Figure 4 (a, b & c) provides the cumulative frequencies of the degree metric from the three graphs. Statistics of the three graphs are provided in Table 4.

The original extracts for the three hashtags have differences in terms of number of nodes and edges due to the varying number of English tweets generated during the sampling period. The other major difference is the reduction in the number of nodes and edges when the graphs are filtered to form giant component graphs. The percentage of reduction in number of nodes from the initial graph (original extract) to the connected graph is 89.39 percent (#singapore), 71.20 percent (#india) and 96.24 percent (#indonesia) respectively. The #singapore and #indonesia extracts have significant reduction in size which signifies the tweeting styles of its users. These users tend to post tweets with just textual content, without directing the tweets to other Twitter users. An average degree less than 2 indicates the long tail of nodes with just a single interaction with other user nodes in the sample set. There is a semblance of a power-law distribution in the degree frequencies of #singapore and #india (Figure 4 a & b).

The prevalent network types in the graphs are similar in the case of #singapore and #indonesia (Figure 3 a & c). Broadcast networks are common in these two graphs as Twitter users retweet or reply to the tweets made by celebrities (e.g., Pitbull) and new agencies (e.g., strait times). These broadcast networks are connected to each other by a few nodes which are part of different groups. In these networks, users are mostly connected to news hubs and prominent personalities (Smith, et al., 2014). The #singapore graph represents some characteristics of ‘community clusters’ with many interconnections between the clusters. The network structure of the #india graph is similar to that of a ‘tight crowd’ network where the users are closer to each other, even though they may be part of different communities. In this network type, mutual sharing and support are the key characteristics. Even in this graph, there are broadcast networks centered on few nodes with high in-degree values, however the overall network is tightly knit which indicates the presence of common discourse among users.

Figure 3: Directed graphs built with ‘User-mentions’ data from the three hashtag Twitter samples.

Figure 4: Cumulative degree distributions of users in the three hashtag samples. Line graphs a, b and c are for #singapore, #india and #indonesia respectively.
Table 4: Graph statistics from three directed user-mentions graphs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>#singapore</th>
<th>#india</th>
<th>#indonesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes (from original extract)</td>
<td>5,251</td>
<td>21,214</td>
<td>7,917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edges (from original extract)</td>
<td>1,684</td>
<td>11,144</td>
<td>2,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes (only connected nodes)</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>6,110</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edges (only connected nodes)</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>8,209</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average degree</td>
<td>1.162</td>
<td>1.344</td>
<td>1.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average path length</td>
<td>2.071</td>
<td>1.806</td>
<td>1.066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. RQ3: Does the provenance data of the tweets and other tweet statistics provide any new insights?

Instagram is the most used source in tweets that contain #singapore and #indonesia (Table 5) which directly translates to the high number of tweets in the CLL category and PER category for these two hashtags. This demonstrates the popularity of Instagram as a media sharing platform and also the intent of users to promote visual content through Twitter. However, Instagram is not in the top five sources for #india since the focus of users who tweet with #india leans towards national topics and less towards self-promotion. This observation is backed by the highest percentage of tweets in the Local News (LN) category (39.21 percent). The syndication service ‘dlvr.it’ is the most used source in #india tweets. This finding corresponds to the high number of tweets by users who broadcast news articles to their followers.

The other major sources are the Web and smart phones. Table 6 shows that a high percentage of tweets from the sample set contain URLs, with #indonesia topping the list with 81.61 percent. This findings illustrates that Twitter is used to share content, like other social media sites. URL Sharing URLs is a stamp of approval in some cases, a statement that "I as a user have gone through this Web site and I feel this will be worth reading for you too". An earlier study by Liu (2013) suggested this finding. The major presence of URLs in tweets is due to content sharing from Instagram, where a given link points to an image or video. Hence, provenance data can be generalized to other studies involving location hashtags.

Table 5: Top five Twitter sources from three hashtag samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>#singapore</th>
<th>#india</th>
<th>#indonesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>dlvr.it</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twitterfeed</td>
<td>twitterfeed</td>
<td>Twitter for BlackBerry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter for iPhone</td>
<td>Twitter for Android</td>
<td>Write Longer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dlvr.it</td>
<td>TweetDeck</td>
<td>Twitter for iPhone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Additional statistics on tweets in three hashtag samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extract</th>
<th>Percentage in English</th>
<th>Percentage of retweets</th>
<th>Percentage with URLs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#singapore</td>
<td>84.07</td>
<td>29.44</td>
<td>68.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#india</td>
<td>25.90</td>
<td>35.33</td>
<td>78.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#indonesia</td>
<td>85.74</td>
<td>31.71</td>
<td>81.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Discussion

The 11 categories identified during this classification exercise have both similarities and differences with categories from previous studies. The common categories include News (LN) (Horn, 2010; Java, et al., 2007; Rosa, et al., 2011; Sriram, et al., 2010), Current Location (CLL) (Naaman, et al., 2010), Commercial Deals (CD) (Honeycutt and Herring, 2009; Jansen, et al., 2009; Naaman, et al., 2010; Pear Analytics, 2009; Sriram, et al., 2010), Spams (Unrelated) (Dann, 2010; Pear Analytics, 2009) and Group References (GR) (Dann, 2010; Honeycutt and Herring, 2009; Naaman, et al., 2010). Hence, these findings validate the pervasive nature of these categories. The novel categories Asia Related (AR), Personal Events (PER), Tourism (TTR) and National Identity (NI) have been newly identified mainly due to the specific nature of a location-based hashtag, such as the country hashtag and usage of hashtag centric frame of reference in the course of classifying tweets. An all-encompassing classification method needs to have sub-categories to capture the themes of tweets or the classification has to be set at some abstract level. one could argue that the new set of categories will be useful for some future studies.

The varying allocation percentages of categories across the three countries can be attributed to tourist popularity for each country. Singapore and Indonesia are prominent tourist attractions in Asia compared to India (United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), 2015). Accordingly, the categories CLL, PER and TTR, which are about the physical location of the user, are prominent in these two countries. In this context, since users mostly post pictures of their whereabouts, Instagram is the top source. When tweets were analyzed at a structural level by forming graphs based on user mentions data, broadcast networks were found. There is not a great deal of correlation between content and structural analysis for Singapore and Indonesia mainly because most of the users are not part of communication networks. Users who generate a given country hashtag often don’t direct a specific tweet to some other user or reply to other users. However, broadcast networks were found because of the retweeting behavior of users in the special case of tweets from popular personalities being retweeted. Based on the findings, the key features for Singapore and Indonesia were self-promotion and user-based orientation since the focus of the hashtag usage in the tweets was directed towards users themselves.

On the other hand, most of the tweets with the India hashtag fell into the categories LN, PER and NI, indicating interest on common national topics. Correspondingly, the syndication service dlvr.it was the most used source as news articles were posted, retweeted and used for to initiate discussions. Retweeting was a major trend with the popularity of news related Twitter accounts. At a structural level, a tight crowd network was found in user mentions. This observation correlated with the identified top categories, since retweeting and group discussions were common in the tweets using India hashtag. The key features for India was news-promotion and content-based orientation since the focus of hashtag use was directed mainly at content posted in the medium.

The findings from this study add to existing literature on country/nation based narratives in online social networks. Secondly, the identified categories could be useful in future hashtag recommendation studies (Godin, et al., 2013; Xiao, et al., 2012) particularly for rule-based recommenders. Hashtags could be recommended based on the tweet content compliance to certain pre-set rules.

6. Limitations

The findings from this study were based on an in-depth analysis of tweets extracted for three country hashtags, collected for a duration of a week. Since the three countries are from Asia, the category Asia-Related will not be suitable for tweets for non-Asian countries. Tweets posted in English were considered in this study; therefore there is a possibility of missing other findings based on non-English tweets. It is expected that the same set of categories would be identified with different Twitter extracts, although there is a possibility of changes in the allocation percentages of tweets in each of the categories. The categories assigned to the tweets do not necessarily represent a singular theme in each tweet but instead the assignment was based on the most prominent theme in a tweet. Thereby, the categories should not to be considered as mutually exclusive.

7. Conclusion and future work

The objective of the study was to identify the rationale behind the usage of a particular type of commonplace hashtag: the country hashtag. Twitter data extracts containing three country hashtags were manually classified to observe content level characteristics of tweets. Eleven categories were identified. The hashtags were found to be prominent in tweets about personal rants, local events, local news, users’ current location and landmark related information sharing.
In the case of #singapore and #indonesia, users who shared content from social media sites, such as Instagram, used the hashtag more prominently than users who posted textual content. News sharing was the most prevalent activity in #India tweets. News agencies and commercial bodies made use of the hashtag more than common individuals in all three extracts. Similarities and differences with existing tweet classifications were identified along with the justifications for novel categories. This classification scheme could be used in future studies involving nation/country level analysis in microblogs, as a part of practical implications. Network analysis was performed to identify network types and communication patterns between users in extracts. Broadcast network was the commonly found network type in user communication networks generated for tweets, indicating prominence given to news hubs and eminent personalities in Twitter. These broadcast networks combine to form interconnected communication clusters for #singapore and #indonesia, while a tight crowd network was evident for #india, indicating the existence of common discourse and sharing across users.

As a part of future work, the manually classified tweets will be used for identifying appropriate features for machine learning classification algorithms so that manual effort will be reduced in future studies. A similar study with hashtags from other geographical zones will be conducted to validate the findings from this study. Cross-media validation will be performed by extracting similar data from platforms such as Google Plus and Facebook as the hashtag has become a common feature across many social media platforms. It would be interesting to see if users make use of commonplace hashtags with similar intentions across other platforms.
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